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I invite you, therefore, in the
name of the Church, to the observance of a holy Lent, by selfexamination and repentance; by prayer, fasting, and self-denial; and by
reading and meditating on God's holy
Word.
It's hard to believe that just a few
days from now I and countless clergy
will be uttering those very words, as
we prepare to guide our parish families through one more season of Lent.
You may be silently groaning — after
all, who enjoys penance or abstinence;
even the word itself sounds grim —
Lent must be a lean time. For years
I've tried to dread these forty purple
days, but each and every time I find
some new experience of newness,
freshness, and a spring cleaning of
heart and soul. Even Ash Wednesday's forehead smudging and reminder of mortality brings hope and perspective to the present moment: the
ash and dust are not morbid or negative, but creative and even joyful. The
dirty cross we bear reminds us of the
importance of this Christian journey
we share, and how self-discipline and
self-knowledge lead to a deeper,
warmer appreciation of God's love
and mercy.
If you're struggling with how best
to use these weeks, then read again
that Invitation to a Holy Lent. For
therein is the key to Lenten success:

THE REV’D RICHARD WALL
prayer, fasting, and self-denial.
We all need opportunities to learn
how to pray and improve the quality of
that foundational ingredient in our
relationship with God. For some of
you Lent could be an opportunity to
expand your rhythm and discipline of
prayer: for example, praying Morning,
Noon, or Evening Prayer from the
BCP. It could be a time to make an
appointment with a priest to talk
about your individual life of prayer.
But first and foremost I encourage
each of you to participate in this year's
Lent Course, held on three successive
Wednesday evenings. You'll find details elsewhere in this edition - but we
will provide opportunity to walk the
Way of The Cross, share a simple Lent
supper, and then learn some of the
most ancient practices known to
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Christians for walking and living our
faith. Please drop in and out if you are
able, and talk to me for more information.
Self-denial is another key to keeping a good and successful Lent, especially as these weeks generate a lot of
fairly useless hyperbole and verbiage.
I take an old fashioned view: give
something up. It need not be dramatic
or catastrophic: just some experience
of life without a creature comfort,
without one of the endless silly props
we believe support us through our
days. When we take away our support
structures, when we challenge our
habits and routines, we find new
space in which to grow. Try it:. Simple
Lent is effective Lent.
And then, of course, self-denial
leads to almsgiving: use some money
that would normally be devoted to a
luxury, and instead give it to the relief
of poverty and hunger. If you give up
your nightly martini, then the price of
a bottle of gin is an excellent start.
The final facet is the most important: for those of us in good health,
fasting is crucial —- and a Lenten
practice once widespread that we need
to revive. Anglo Catholicism is not all
smoke and chant: it embraces every
aspect of our lives and being; it is
physical and earthly; it even addresses
what and how we eat.
From the end of the First Century
Christians observed Fridays and the
days of Lent as days to fast, in
memory of the suffering and Passion
of Jesus. And so there came to be a
wonderful rhythm and flow to time
itself: fast and feast, Lent and Easter.
If hunger as a way of drawing close to
Jesus seems far-fetched or excessively
pietistic, then think of it like this: our
hunger gives us a more authentic empathy with the truly hungry. We need
to be reminded what it feels like to be
hungry - and the poverty of the major-

ity of the human race. It is a beautiful
way in which things of heaven and
things of earth can meet during this
Lenten season: how solidarity with the
poor must be more than mere words;
how our concern for the hungry intertwines with our search for holiness;
and, of course, our universal need for
God.
Can we recapture this as a corporate witness of the church? A solid
prophetic witness to our shared identity, our shared sense of holiness: a
living out of our faith and traditions
beyond these four walls? Fasting does
not mean starvation; more avoiding
that sense of being truly full. And,
most importantly, avoiding meat on
Fridays, at least during Lent: opening
our imaginations to a vegetarian diet
for 6 days a year.
However you find your way
through Lent — please make these
days different. If nothing else: expand
horizons, reach beyond ourselves, try
something different, and be willing to
be surprised. And remember: if you
are struggling to imagine your Lenten
Rule, then I am here to help.
This comes, as always, with my
love and prayers
- Fr Richard


Mark Your Calendars
Parish Pilgrimage to
the Holy Land with
Fr. Richard: February
5 –15, 2021
For a preview: read article later in
this edition on 2020 Seminarian
Pilgrimage to the Holy Land

The Grate Patrol and The Beatles
Tina Mallett, Coordinator
Q: What do St. Paul’s Grate Patrol
and the Beatles have in common?
A: We both “get by with a little
help from our friends.” Or in our case,
with a lot of help from our friends.
The Grate Patrol is a Saturday/
Sunday breakfast distribution to persons who sleep on the streets in our
parish boundaries and beyond. It is
one of St. Paul’s major efforts to extend comfort and friendship to our
homeless neighbors. We hope to see
God in each person we meet and pray
that He may be known to others in us.
When the Grate Patrol began in
the early 1980”s and served only a
couple of dozen homeless men (there
were no women living outside on our
routes at the time), a team of two parishioners could purchase all the food
required for a day’s distribution, prepare and deliver it, and clean up afterwards.
Today we provide almost 400
meals each weekend and the number
of volunteers required to prepare and
deliver breakfast has grown to 12 or
more persons per week. The Grate
Patrol could not survive without the
faithful help of parishioners who perform a myriad of tasks from Monday
through Friday to make the Sat/Sun
delivery possible.
To everyone who has dropped
creamer, sugar, salt packets, etc. into
brown bags or set those bags up in
tidy rows; who has boiled eggs, made
sandwiches or the filling for them,
packed bags, brewed coffee or performed other unseen but critical preparatory steps, a huge thank you!
A hearty cheer for our St. Paul’s
weekend delivery stalwarts, too, and
for many friends from beyond the
parish who graciously fill our delivery
ranks. We have a number of long-time
volunteers from other churches and

synagogues whose support is invaluable and for whom we are very grateful.
Three people from outside our
parish who have been especially generous with their time and resources
are Glenn Marsh, Monsignor Paul
Dudziak and Charlie Weiss.
Glenn’s name is listed in our notices as the contact point for Grate
Patrol. He is a dedicated communicant of our neighboring parish, St.
Stephen Martyr, and schedules all of
our delivery teams (8 persons each
weekend - a daunting task!). Glenn is
a long-time delivery volunteer himself.
Monsignor Paul, Pastor of St.
Stephen’s, is also an enthusiastic advocate of the Grate Patrol. In addition
to going out himself, he has recruited
many wonderful volunteers from his
congregation. It has been fun to meet
and work with these neighbors and
we rejoice in this cheerful partnership.
Charlie Weiss, as noted elsewhere, has been delivering Grate Patrol meals for over 13 years. He is one
of our most dedicated supporters and
regularly recruits new help. His company, Scaffold Resource, has organized a charity golf tournament that
for two years running has named the
Grate Patrol as its beneficiary. The
proceeds from the tournament
($20,000 + each year) have covered
food expenses for 2019 and 2020,
with plenty left over to purchase sleeping bags, socks and other items for
our Grate Patrol bag recipients. Many
blessings, Charlie, for your generosity!
We have been fortunate to have so
much help from our friends in keeping the Grate Patrol alive. With the
mechanics in place, there is only one
more thing needed to enable us to
manifest God’s presence to our homeless friends. Per the Beatles, “All you
(we) need is love.”
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Altar Guild at the Revival
Edie Davis
As soon as I learned that the Diocesan Convention’s Revival Eucharist
needed altar guild volunteers, I signed
right up! An Episcopal Revival? This
I had to see, and I figured between
that, and our renowned Presiding
Bishop preaching, regular tickets
would be scarce. I wasn’t sure what
the altar guild duties would entail, but
I knew the arena, and it was an easy
commute for me on the Green Line.
All in all I couldn’t wait!

We were asked to be there at 11:00
am for the 2:00 pm service. Other
volunteers included ushers, Lay Eucharistic Ministers (LEMs), and of
course clergy. We all piled into the
staging area backstage, where organizers from the cathedral attempted to
corral us. Initially the big challenge
was finding designated space for our
coats. Many circles around the concourse!
The altar guild volunteers were
divided into teams of two or three.
Our whole job was to care for the various Eucharistic “stations” throughout
the arena, where people would come
to receive Communion. Each team
was given a cart of pre-consecrated
elements, glass chalices, and small
linens, to roll to our assigned location.
Ours was on the main concourse and
served two arena sections below. We
placed our pre-filled and covered patens, and the chalices and their purificators, on a long makeshift credence
table. Shortly before the service itself,
we filled the chalices and took them,
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the purificators, and the patens to the
three round tables which were spaced
along the concourse to serve as our
Eucharistic stations.
While people were still arriving
and settling we sort of patrolled our
area, being sure that folks didn’t mistake our tables for places to set their
food and drink from nearby concession stands.
Once the service itself began, I
continued to watch over our consecrated elements, taking occasional
breaks to experience bits of this
unique expression of worship and
community. And I did take a nearby
seat for the whole unique and stirring
sermon!
For the administration of Communion, priests and LEMs came to
the stations, and ushers guided people
from their seats. We stayed in the
background, checking for empty chalices (each station had two) and refilling them at the credence table.
After Communion we replaced
everything, including the tablecloths,
into the cart and wheeled it backstage.

S AINT P AUL’ S P ARISH

There we readied the remaining hosts,
patens, and chalices for their return to
the Cathedral. There was quite a bit of
consecrated wine left, and I was very
honored to help Bp Chilton carry this
outside to the arena grounds to, as she
said, “return Jesus to his creation.”
What did I think of the Revival?
Well, I can’t say that I was able to experience the service as a whole, personally. Also, I didn’t feel that our
stations functioned very smoothly (but
then again, I’m not really familiar
with the format). And it was a very
long day. But I’m so glad I went! I
got to meet new people from our diocese. I saw from a distance an old St
Paul’s friend who has relocated but
came back for this, and I saw up close
a dear, dear couple from the parish
where I used to work. I learned that
there are way more permanent deacons in our diocese than I ever imagined. I saw and heard our Spirit-filled
Archbishop in person. AND I got to
accompany Our Lord to the grassy
earth with wonderful Bishop Chilton.

Revival, indeed!

Children at St. Paul’s: Serving, Learning, Teaching
Janet Wamsley Photographer
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Blessings of the Nursery at St. Paul’s
Amanda Hungerford, Coordinator
"Church today?" my toddler Katherine asks with joyful enthusiasm, as
we are eating breakfast. It's moments
like these that remind me of the importance of the St. Paul's community
for all of our family, even the youngest
of us. Katherine loves seeing her
church friends, participating in her
own way in services, and the nursery
where she spends so much of her
time when she is at St. Paul’s. We
first learned about the nursery when
our oldest was born six and a half
years ago, and we have been faithful
users ever since. In fact, just when
Rebecca was ready to start attending
Sunday services, Katherine was born,
starting us on the nursery journey
once again.
Soon after Katherine was born, we
dove in as Nursery Coordinators, not
knowing what a blessing this opportunity would be in our lives. Our high
involvement in the nursery has allowed us so many opportunities to
meet new people, learn more about

the traditions at St. Paul's, and gain a
more global perspective of the church.
We are truly grateful for this incredible opportunity.
One of our greatest gifts has been
the opportunity to work with the
Nursery Caregivers.
Our Nursery
Caregiver Team is made up of such
an intriguing group of college students and young professionals that all
bring wonderful experiences and
backgrounds to their time at St.
Paul's. Our Head Caregiver, Ashley,
leads the caregiver team.
Ashley
trains new caregivers, maintains
nursery supplies, and helps to support
our vision of the nursery. Zlata joined
the team soon after Ashley in
2016. Zlata and Ashley are well
versed in all things “nursery”. In fact,
they trained us when we started as
coordinators! Ariel and Minh started
the nursery in 2018 and now are old
hands in the nursery. More recently
Adrienne, Sophie, and Stella joined
the team. Their energy has been such
a wonderful addition to the nurse-

Lent Formation Opportunities
Wednesdays in Lent 2020: Way of Love Part I
Evening Schedule
5:30pm - Stations of The Cross
6pm - Low Mass
6:45pm - Lent Supper
7:15pm - Lent Program

Topic Schedule
March 4 - Turn
March 11 - Learn
March 18 - Pray

The Way of Love is more than a curriculum or study course, but a set of practices
organized by the Episcopal Church as a way of following Jesus today. These are
some of the most ancient and foundational rhythms and disciplines known to
Christians, reaching back to the earliest monastic communities. They provide a
pattern for life and living away from Sunday mornings and to navigate the terrains
of work, family, and Washington DC.
This Lent we will discover the first three, through presentation and small group
discussion, and drawing from the famous Scripture passages of the Easter Vigil.
Feel free to drop in and out as you are able.
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ry. While not officially Nursery Coordinators, Gwyneth and Charles
Zakaib, might as well be, and are an
incredible gift to the team.
For those not familiar with the
nursery at St. Paul's, we offer care for
children, infants through 5 year olds,
during the 9 am and 11:15 am services
on Sunday, as well as many special
services throughout the year. The
nursery is filled with toys that are built
to engage infants through 5 year olds
in free play and can accommodate up
to eight children with two caregivers at
a time. You can find the children in
the nursery building with blocks, creating art, cooking a pretend meal, or
enjoying a book on any given day. The
nursery also offers access to rocking
chairs and a changing table for parents
to utilize.
We invite you to say hello to our
caregivers and check out the nursery
space. If you have any questions about
the nursery, please feel free to email
amandadawn77@gmail.com.



Lent Formation Opportunities Continued
The Archbishop of Canterbury Lent Book
Looking for a book to read and digest during Lent? The Archbishop of Canterbury has commissioned a 2020 Lent Book: Saying Yes to Life, by Ruth Valerio, Canon Theologian at Rochester Cathedral.
The book takes Lent as an opportunity to reflect on what it means to be both human and a
disciple of Jesus, through the lens of the Days of Creation in Genesis 1. This book will appeal
particularly to those with interest in environmental and justice issues, and especially how they
pertain to faith.

Sundays in March, Rector’s Forum at 10:15 am in the Rector’s Office
―The Passion of Christ in Word and Image,‖ with Ian Boxall
The Passion of Christ in Word and Image is a five-week forum with Ian Boxall,
DPhil. Ian Boxall was born in Folkestone, Kent (UK). He studied Theology at the
University of Oxford, where he earned his DPhil. He taught New Testament at
Chichester Theological College (from 1992 to 1994), and in the University of Oxford, where he was Senior Tutor and Tutorial Fellow in New Testament at St. Stephen’s House. He joined the Faculty of the School of Theology and Religious
Studies in 2013. He is currently working on the International Critical Commentary on the Book of Revelation, and the Blackwell Bible Commentary on Matthew.

“The Crucifixion,” Sano di Pietro (c 1445/1450)
National Gallery of Art, Washington

Saturday, March 7, Lenten Quiet Day, 10:30 am—3:00 pm in the Nave
Holy Week Behind the Scenes: ―Exploring the Minds of Judas, Caiaphas, Pilate‖
Meditations with the Rev. Dr. Francis H. Wade
The Rev. Dr. Francis “Frank” Wade is a Graduate of The
Citadel and the Virginia Theological Seminary. He served
congregations in his native West Virginia from 1966 until
he was called as Rector of St. Alban’s Parish adjacent to the
Washington National Cathedral, where he served from 1983
until his retirement in 2005. His sermons and meditations
are widely published, most recently Biblical Fracking: Mid-

rash for the Modern Christian.

Saturday, March 21, St. Paul’s Lenten Museum Tour, 2 pm at Dumbarton Oaks Museum
―Liturgy and the Arts of Byzantium‖ with Warren Woodfin, PhD
Dr. Warren Woodfin is currently Resident Fellow in Byzantine Studies at Dumbarton Oaks Museum.
The Museum is located at 1703 32nd St NW, Washington,
DC 20007

For further information on any of the above formation opportunities, contact Nancy Work at worknw1@gmail.com.
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Secrets of the Sacristy
Hardy Johnson, Accolyte Coordinator
“…that in all things, God may be
glorified (1 Peter 4:11).” Every Sunday, weekday and Feast Day, throughout the year attendees witness a highly skilled group of lay volunteers assisting and supporting the Mass.
Serving with reverence and dignity,
whether preparing the altar, assisting
during the Mass, clearing the altar
after the Mass, or a range of other
tasks, these faithful persons, male
and female, range in age from 6 to
60 and older. Acolytes are following a
tradition and ministry that extends
back through time nearly 2,000
years.
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For those who may be new to Anglo-Catholic worship, these individuals comprise the acolyte corps, a vibrant lay ministry of Saint Paul’s. The
various acolyte roles include: acolyte,
crucifer, thurifer, boat-bearer, torchbearer, and Sub-deacon, all directed
by a Master of Ceremonies. Never is
the saying “anything worth doing is
worth doing well” more true than to
members of the acolyte corps. All
members of the acolyte corps are
trained to serve in each role, often
beginning as a Torch-Bearer. Acolytes
understand that it is a privilege to
serve at the altar and approach their
responsibilities
through
selfexamination, skill-building, and prac-
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tice. In addition to the public service
witnessed by the congregation, acolytes routinely assist with maintaining
candles, cleaning and polishing thuribles, removing wax from cassock’s,
and dozens of other essential tasks.
These secrets of the sacristy are an
essential part of acolyte service.
To learn more about serving in
the acolyte corps should contact one
of the acolyte coordinators:
Matt Leddicotte
(mleddicotte@gmail.com),
Jack Raffetto
(rafffjc2@gmail.com)
or Hardy Johnson
(hsjohnsonjr@yahoo.com).

2020 Seminary Pilgrimage to the Holy Land
Doug Worthington, Seminarian

Vestry

Doug at Mt. Tabor
Every year, on the heels of the
General Ordination Exam, Virginia
Theological Seminary sponsors a twoweek ministry formation pilgrimage to
Israel, through the auspices of St
George’s College, an affiliate of St.
George’s cathedral, which is the seat
of the Bishop of Jerusalem in the Episcopal Church in Jerusalem and the
Middle East (a province of the Anglican Communion). I was fortunate to
participate in this year’s pilgrimage.
We began at the Church of the
Visitation in Ein Kerem and the
Church of the Nativity in Bethlehem
(where they seem to be discovering
more and more art and archaeology
from the fifth century and before every
couple of months!). Passing through
Caesarea Maritima (on the Mediterranean coast; one of Herod’s many
monuments to his own greatness), we
made our way to Nazareth, where we
saw Mary’s Well and the Basilica of
the Annunciation, and then traced our
way along the shore of the Galilee
(through Capernaum) up to the very
headwaters of the Jordan.
As we made our way back to Jerusalem, we spent some intensely spiritual time (for me, at least) at the
Church of the Transfiguration on Mt

Tabor, where I spent half-an-hour
basking in the glow of the winter sun
in stillness and awe.
Back in Jerusalem, we were fortunate to tour both the Dome of the
Rock and Al Aqsa Mosque, and we
visited the Western (a/k/a Wailing)
Wall. We also spent a very somber,
almost overwhelming afternoon at
Yad Vashem, the Israeli Holocaust
Museum, and its powerful Children’s
Memorial.
Over the next several days we took
in Masada (site of the end of the first
Jewish revolt in 74 CE) and Qumran
(site of the Essene community, where
the Dead Sea Scrolls were discovered);
walked the Via Dolorosa from the top
of the Mount of Olives to the Kidron
Valley; renewed our baptismal vows in
the Jordan River (which was uncommonly high and swift); and ended our
formal pilgrimage by praying the Stations of the Cross along the path of
Jesus’ final journey to Golgotha, over
the streets of Old Jerusalem, before
arriving at the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre, which contains both Golgotha and Jesus’ Tomb.
Many of these places had a powerful spiritual effect on me that I was
not altogether prepared for. Our
guides were always careful to say that
this location is where the Church has
“traditionally” celebrated or commemorated such-and-such an event in
Christ’s life. While my inner skeptic
paid some attention to that
“traditionally” caveat the first few days
we were there, I came to realize that it
really didn’t matter. Regardless of
where the Nativity or the Multiplication or the Assumption actually occurred in history, there is a superseding theology of place: Centuries of
teaching and the cumulative faith of
millions of pilgrims’ who have visits
these places have invested in them the

ability to convey the power and the
depth of these events in Christ’s and
the Blessed Virgin Mary’s lives in a
highly affective, deeply spiritual way.
In truth, I found the other aspect
of our pilgrimage—a greater understanding of the ongoing PalestinianIsraeli conflict—as upsetting as the
biblical aspect was uplifting. We confronted the towering, menacing “wall
of separation” in Bethlehem and then
countless times thereafter. We spoke
with Episcopal priests in Ramallah
and Nazareth whose parishioners suffer endless indignities, restrictions
and shortages; some have even given
up their faith because they could no
longer believe in a God who allowed
this to continue. We had a discussion
with a Jewish settler in West Bank
(from a town in New Jersey five miles
from where I grew up) who said, in
essence, his priorities were his children’s safety, a comfortable, secure
place to live and a nice bank account;
provided those things were taken care
off, the Palestinians could have whatever was left over. Our discussions
with more moderate Jews and with
secular Palestinians left me in a profound, and rather uncharacteristic,
state of despair.
And maybe that is precisely the
theology with which to return from
the Holy Land today: in grief and disbelief that things could be so fraught
and hopeless, and in joy and holiness
in having seen, touched and walked in
the very lifepath of Our Lord and Savior; in anger and mourning for what
the sins of this world, and in thanksgiving and adoration for the life,
death, resurrection and ascension of
the One who has already redeemed
them all.
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New Ventures for St. Paul’s Seminarians
Rachel has two more steps in the
ordination process, but God willing
and people assenting her ordination to
the deaconate is June 6 and priesthood
is Dec 5.
Rachel will be doing an 8 week full
-time internship in June and July with
the Rev. Beth Franklin at St. Michael's
Arlington. She will then be looking to
work in a parish in the Diocese of Atlanta where Trevor is in law school.
Rachel Harber is engaged to be
married to Trevor Fortenberry. The
wedding is planned for Sept 5 at
Rachel’s home parish, St. Paul's Alexandria.


Doug Worthington was ordained
to the diaconate by The Right Rev. William Stokes on December 11, 2019 at
Trinity Cathedral in Trenton, NJ.

Doug will be ordained to the
priesthood in June, He feels called to
parish ministry and is exploring opportunities both in his diocese and
beyond.

On Matters of the Soul: Where Does God Go Between Sundays
Ed Loucks, Convener
A new pastor had accepted an
invitation to lead a congregation. On
his first Sunday, he preached a soulstirring message that enthralled the
church members, and they all paid
him high compliments as they shook
his hand at the door.
The
following
Sunday,
he
preached the same sermon. A few
people noticed but said nothing as
they left the church. By the third Sunday and the third rendering of the
same sermon, a few of the elders
talked among themselves about approaching the new preacher on the
matter, but decided to give him another Sunday.
Sure enough! The fourth Sunday
came and the fourth repetition of the
same sermon. The self-appointed
committee of elders approached the
young preacher and asked him why
the same sermon for the fourth Sunday in a row. He told them, “I’ll
preach it again next Sunday, and I’ll
keep preaching it until you get it!”
Philip Yancey, the author of the
book we are currently studying on
Monday nights, was raised in a con-
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servative evangelical church in Louisiana. He is a journalist and author, not
a theologian or a seminary trained and
ordained clergyman. He does his research with great thoroughness, and
he is a gifted story-teller. His book is
filled with illustrations taken from his
own life and from the lives of others.
He is quick to acknowledge that the
Jesus he learned about in his youth
was not the One he loves, worships
and writes about today.
In his early church experience,
there was communion once every
three months. Congregants were not
required to walk humbly to the high
altar, mainly because that is where the
choir was sitting. They remained in
their seats and were served by ushers,
not by the pastor while they kneeled.
They were taught that Jesus was meek
and mild, a man Who loved little children, and performed miracles. They
did not talk much about Jesus’ unfriendly messages against the legalistic and hypocritical Pharisees, or make
a big deal out of the way Jesus treated
the greedy merchants in the temple.
Yancey reminds us that Jesus was
not a traveling magician, drawing
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crowds by performing
tricks. His miracles were
performed out of compassion, pity, and love, and He usually
commanded the beneficiary to keep
silent about what had just happened.
After feeding 5,000 hungry men (plus
a lot of women and children), He
headed for the hills so they couldn’t
make Him their king, which they
wanted to do.
One thing Yancey never saw in his
church, or heard about in sermons,
was the washing of the feet of the disciples. Somehow the message that the
first shall be last, that the leader shall
be the servant of the followers, went
over the heads of church leaders. They
didn’t get it.
We have a lot of “Aha!” moments
in our little fellowship and spiritual
formation community. Thanks be to
God! We are reminded each time we
meet that the journey of spiritual formation begins when we join the Christian community, and it never ends.
Spiritual formation is a lifelong work.
It certainly does not end on Monday
morning.
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March
1 |
Gary Greene

UPCOMING BIRTHDAYS AT ST. PAUL’S PARISH
April
1|
Kate Eikel
Michael Welch
John Reese
James Stark

4|

James Beaty
Jesse Solis

7|

Frank Taylor

5|

Lydia Bakke

9|

Gordon Clark

6|

Calvert Whitehurst

10 |

Jeremiah deMichaelis

7|

Michael Robinson

13 |

Christian Mixter

8|

Kenwin Benn
James Sanderson

16 |

Robert Groves
Larry Toombs

11 |

John Wiecking

18 |

Laura Mixter
Charles Toftoy
Doug Wood

12 |

Bessie Fleming

13 |

Mark Pierzchala
Laureen Vance

21 |

Katherine Britton
Tina Mallett

14 |

James Melton
Sara Lee Menzer

26 |

Bronwen Okwesa

16 |

Patrick Kalk

27 |

Frederick Grill
Omotunde Johnson

19 |

Clarke Cooper

20 |

Charles Zakaib

29 |

Nedra Agnew
Preston Winter

21 |

Steven Chlapecka

30 |

Linda Wilkinson
Edwin Graves

23|

Sophia Mui-Welch

26 |

Nathan Brown

29 |

Soo Pham
Lynne Walker

31 |

Christian Crane

Upcoming Special
Services
Ash Wednesday
Wednesday, February 26, 2020
6:45 a.m.: Morning Prayer
7:00 a.m.: Low Mass with Imposition of
Ashes
Noon: Low Mass with Imposition of
Ashes
6:45 p.m.: Solemn Mass with Imposition of Ashes
The Feast of the Annunciation
Wednesday, March 25, 2020
6:45 a.m.: Morning Prayer
5:45 p.m.: Evening Prayer
6:45 p.m.: Solemn Mass
Sunday of the Passion: Palm Sunday
Sunday, April 5, 2020
7:30 a.m.: Morning Prayer
7:45 a.m.: Low Mass with Blessing of
Palms
10:30 a.m.: Joint Blessing of Palms &
Procession with St. Stephen Martyr Roman Catholic Church; Solemn Mass
4:00 p.m. Solemn Evensong and Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament
Maundy Thursday
Thursday, April 9, 2020
5:45 p.m.: Evening Prayer
6:45 p.m. Solemn Mass and Procession
to the Altar of Repose (All-Night Vigil)
Good Friday
Friday, April 10, 2020
Noon: Liturgy of the Day
5:45 p.m.: Evening Prayer
6:45 p.m.: Solemn Liturgy of the
Passion
Holy Saturday: The Great Vigil of Easter
Saturday, April 11, 2020
8:00 p.m.: The Great Vigil of Easter
with First Solemn Mass of the Resurrection of Our Lord Jesus Christ

Virginia Theological Seminary seminarians at St. George’s College, Jerusalem n January met
with Justin Welby, Archbishop of Canterbury

Sunday of the Resurrection
Sunday, April 12, 2020
8:00 a.m.: Low Mass
10:00 a.m.: Solemn Choral Matins
11:15 a.m.: Procession and Solemn Mass
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SAINT PAUL’S PARISH
K STREET — WASHINGTON
2430 K Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20037

202.337.2020
http://www.stpauls-kst.com

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Remember to mark your Calendar:
Feast of the Annunciation: March 25
Palm Sunday: April 5
Maundy Thursday: April 9
Good Friday: April 10
Great Vigil of Easter: April 11
Easter Sunday: April 12

